
PIC - Property Growth Nodes Implementation

Questions Submitted: 2020/07/31

No. Main section or document Detail Section Reference Questions Client Response

1 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.1. Plumbing Please elaborate on your understanding/requirement meaning of "normalizing" the data?

PIC requires the least 3NF. Third normal form is a database schema design approach for relational databases 

which uses normalizing principles to reduce the duplication of data, avoid data anomalies, ensure referential 

integrity, and simplify data management.

2 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.1. Plumbing
Please elaborate on the requirement of geo-coding - Is it purely to be able to pin-point the 

location of a property on a map and then visualise performance KPI's on a geographic view? 

Or could it also include obtaining other geo-related enrichment data?

It includes all three:

1. pin-point the location of a property on a map 

2. visualise performance KPI's on a geographic view

3. obtaining other geo-related enrichment data

3 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.1. Plumbing
Timeline - In context of the 3-year timeline anticipated, how long is PIC estimating the 

Initiation+Delivery+Final Delivery phases to last, and by when is it expected that the 

"Maintenance and Support" phase takes over?

During the initiation that is when the Project Plan and Project Charter will be documented and estimate the project 

start and end date. 

Refer to section 6.1.3 Property Growth Nodes Analytics implementation

4 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.4 IT Project Management services What project management methodology is preferred?
Refer to section 6.1.3 Property Growth Nodes Analytics implementation, for the preferred PIC project management 

methodology, which is similar to Waterfall. 

5 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.4 IT Project Management services Please list and describe the preferred artefacts to be delivered (and frequency they're 

expected at) for ongoing Project Progress tracking and Project Governance.
Refer to section 6.1.3 Property Growth Nodes Analytics implementation, for the expected artefacts. 

6 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.4 IT Project Management services

Please indicate the following key stakeholders to involve as part of the Project Governance 

Structure:

1. Project Sponsor

2. Project Owner

3. PIC Project Management Office representative for PMO governance purposes

4. IT (Infrastructure and Architecture) Project Liaison

All the listed stakeholder are involved as part of the governance structure:

1. Project Sponsor

2. Project Owner

3. Project Management Office

4. IT (Infrastructure, Security, Applications and Architecture) 

5. Steering committee

6. Subject Matter Expert

7 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.5 Change Management Please elaborate on preferred change management methodologies and approaches (if any)
The Bidder will propose the change management best practise.

8 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.5 Change Management Please elaborate on what kinds of "organizational changes" are anticipated? User adoption of the new solution and training for end users and IT.

9 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.5 Change Management
Is there a formal unit within the PIC support services (typically HR) that can support Change 

Management initiatives (e.g. Training facilities and training development, general awareness 

campaigns etc.)

No

10 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.2 Out of scope
The first statement is confusing - "This also involved the hosting of the spatial data to be used 

by GIS software linked to PowerBI" - With this statement listed under the "Out of scope" 

section - can you clearly delineate what requirements relating to GIS is in vs out of scope?

GIS Software linked to Power BI and the design and provision of the Data Warehouse is out of scope. 

11 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work General - Data scope

How many source files are expected to be:

1. Imported initially (for history take-on purposes)

2. Loaded Monthly

3. Loaded quarterly

4. Loaded Annually

The data sources will only be presented to bidders upon request, and signing of a Non-Disclosure Agreement with 

the PIC.

Please note that only a list of data sources will be provided and not the actual data. 

12 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work General - Data scope

It is noted that "data sizing" is an activity required from the vendor, but please provide a high-

level estimated data volume for the following:

1. Total data volume (storage size) for history data (for initial history take-on)

2. Rough estimated size of monthly files to load

3. Rough estimated size of quarterly files to load

4. Rough estimate of size of annual files to load

The data sources will only be presented to bidders upon request, and signing of a Non-Disclosure Agreement with 

the PIC.

Please note that only a list of data sources will be provided and not the actual data. 

13 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work General - Data scope

How often does it happen that PIC Properties identify a new data source of market/property 

related data that they might want to add to the solution scope after initial delivery? Please 

describe the current business approach towards identifying data sources and onboarding 

them into the organisation.

Depends on when the new data sources are available, through research processes. 

14 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work General - Stakeholder scope

Please identify all the PIC stakeholders & technical, data, and business SME's that will be 

provisioned to contribute to the project and indicate time allocated/reserved to contribute to this 

project? (This can just be roles and head-count per role per subject area with rough % 

allocation indicated)

1. Project Sponsor

2. Project Owner

3. Project Management Office

4. IT (Infrastructure, Security, Applications and Architecture) 

5. Steering committee

6. Business Users

7. Investment Analysts

8. Data Analysts

15 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work General - Stakeholder scope

Of the 35 approximated PIC users of the solution, please indicate the distribution(number of 

users) and typical user profiles (i.e.. How they will typically want to engage with the data, and 

what their current data literacy level is like) across:

1. Executive / Portfolio Management users

2. Intermediate to strong analysts

3. Power/Advanced analysts

4. Technical team members that will take over ownership of the solution post delivery 

5 Users are part of the technical team which will take over the solution post delivery.  The classification of analysts 

are confusing, as the PIC has Advanced analysts, but they would need to be trained to use the new technology.

16 RFP v1.7 - Section 6 - Scope of Work 6.1.5 Change Management

Please elaborate on the elements that are to be covered within the change management 

process for each of the following:

1. People (e.g. general awareness and buy-in, data literacy, technical skills development etc.

2. Process (e.g. list some existing processes that you expect will be impacted and required to 

change; what data governance functions/processes/controls , technology?)

1. People 

(general awareness and buy-in, data literacy, technical skills development etc.

2. Process

 ( it is not going to impact any processes by enhance decision making,)

17 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.1 Data sources and Ingestion

Please provide a catalogue of data sources - if possible, fully qualified according to the 

template provided on Excel Tab - Annexure A (NOTE: Our signed NDA was submitted on Wed 

29 July)

Please note that only a list of data sources will be provided and not the actual data. 

18 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.1 Data sources and Ingestion How well are the data sources documented at this stage?

The data sources will only be presented to bidders upon request, and signing of a Non-Disclosure Agreement with 

the PIC.

Please note that only a list of data sources will be provided and not the actual data. 

19 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.1 Data sources and Ingestion With the current indication that all sources are flat files, are they generally created and 

provided by internal PIC stakeholder groups, or by external data providers? Please elaborate
Market data is external and portfolio data is internal.

20 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.1 Data sources and Ingestion

With the current indication that all sources are flat files, what are the general mechanisms by 

which they "arrive" or get obtained for analytics consumption? (Or what mechanisms are 

available for future consideration) - e.g. SFTP/email/file repository/manual/pull from document 

management system/undefined, other - please describe

Portfolio data will mainly be shared via internal ETL. External market has various delivery mechanism from email to 

direct download, which will need to be automated. Hence the current delivery mechanism will change.

21 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.1 Data sources and Ingestion What is your general impression of the quality of the data contained in the data sources? Please define data quality.

22 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.1 Data sources and Ingestion What does the "MDA" component in Leg 1 Data sources refer to? Property Management Software. 

23 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.2 Plan and Setup the Azure Analytics Environment Please rate/describe PIC Properties current level of data and analytics maturity The question is ambiguous. Does the question refer to process, people or technology?

24 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.2 Plan and Setup the Azure Analytics Environment Please describe PIC Properties agile nature and it's implied expectation of service delivery

Refer to section 6.1.3 Property Growth Nodes Analytics, and the project delivery will be agreed between the service 

provider and PIC in the initiation stage. 

25 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.3 Azure Analytics Services Optimisation

With the statement #4 (Recommendations of services that need to be discontinued…) - Does 

PIC currently subscribe to any Azure analytics/data related services? If so, can you please list 

them?

No, the PIC has an Azure subscription however there is no analytics / data processing services already in place, 

over and above Azure standard features.

The Azure analytics related services can be subscribed to achieve what we want.

26 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.4 Continuous Innovation: Ad Hoc reporting and market data enrichment

It is indicated here that "data quality and provisioned data formats might be a limitation and a 

challenge" - Please elaborate on the known data quality and data formats issues, challenges 

and limitations.

The data formats and quality are inconsistent between sources, because the source are not within the control of 

the PIC. This indicates that there will be various ingestion methods and not one standard method for all data 

ingestion and cleaning.

27 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.4 Continuous Innovation: Ad Hoc reporting and market data enrichment

"Mapping data elements from source to target in line with divisional timelines, priorities and 

requirements" - Are there existing known divisional timelines and priorities that we need to be 

aware of to incorporate into the proposed delivery timeline? If so, please elaborate.

These dates will be incorporated during the initiation phase of the project, where the priorities and timelines will be 

agreed upon.

28 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.4 Continuous Innovation: Ad Hoc reporting and market data enrichment

in the paragraph relating to "Data Ingestion Approach" there is a reference to "non-negotiable 

expectation for timeous delivery" - is there any known urgencies or milestone dates for 

specific data sets that we should be aware of while planning the delivery timeline? If so, please 

ellaborate.

The expectation is that timelines in the Project Plan and Project Charter must be adhered to as agreed upon. 

29 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.4 Continuous Innovation: Ad Hoc reporting and market data enrichment

Answer to a previous question (#9) indicated that all data sources will be flat files and no API's 

will be required. However, the final paragraph in this section 7.4 indicates that Data Ingestion 

should provide for batch, API and/or real-time capability (7,8 also indicates security should 

support API related use). Should this be considered to be a future requirement but not an 

immediate requirement? Or should API's and Real-time capabilities be totally excluded from 

scope? - It is  to be included in future scope - do you have a rough indication as to when, in 

the 3-year time horizon, you expect this requirement to materialise?

Data ingestion will be  flat files, however API and/or real-time capability is possible future requirement, 

30 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
7.8 Data Lake and Analytics security Please describe the "Multi-tenancy nature" context in which the planned deployment should fit.

The PIC will have multiple system on the same hosted environment. The implemented solution should have the 

proper safeguards in place that other systems within the PIC cloud cannot access the data in any given manner

31 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
General - functional capabilities requirements from conceptual architecture What is the intention/requirement behind the "Data market Place" indicated to flow out of the 

Azure Data Cloud lake repository?

The Data Market Place, is the meta data/catalogue which defines the content of the data

The intention is to get the data from Data Lake directly into the PowerBI environment. 

32 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
General - functional capabilities requirements from conceptual architecture

Please elaborate on the expected requirements for Leg 2 sources | Census data (Cloud) - is 

this a current data provider already used or contracted with? Or is the vendor required to 

identify potential census data providers? What kind of census data is required and how 

frequently to be loaded?

is this a current data provider already used or contracted with? No, currently PIC is not contracted with the service 

provider. The Census data is provided by Government. 

Or is the vendor required to identify potential census data providers? No, PIC contract with data feed directly. 

What kind of census data is required and how frequently to be loaded? The frequency depends on the release of 

the data. 

33 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
General - functional capabilities requirements from conceptual architecture

Please elaborate on the expected requirements for Leg 2 sources | ARC GIS & Geocodes - is 

this a current data provider already used or contracted with? Or is the vendor required to 

identify potential GIS/Geocodes data provider(s)? What kind of GIS data is required and how 

frequently to be loaded?

Please elaborate on the expected requirements for Leg 2 sources | ARC GIS & Geocodes - is this a current data 

provider already used or contracted with? - No 

 Or is the vendor required to identify potential GIS/Geocodes data provider(s)? - Only if the vendor is not capable 

of geocoding the data, however, it must be within the packaged implementation

What kind of GIS data is required and how frequently to be loaded? Latitude and longitude, location pin. When the 

data is ingested as a primary requirement and then frequency based on the source updates, which may be 

specified as weekly, monthly, quarterly or annually.

34 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
General - functional capabilities requirements from conceptual architecture

Please elaborate on the expected timeline requirements for Leg 2 sources - with the indication 

of "Leg 2" it is assumed that these sources are lower priority? If this assumption is correct, 

please indicate roughly by when engagement with these sources are envisioned to start.

The geocoding of the data sources can only happen once the data is in a normalized form in the data lake, hence 

it is refereed to as leg 2.

35 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
General - functional capabilities requirements from conceptual architecture

Please elaborate on the BI tools currently available or identified as the preferred tool to use for 

each of the functional Analytics capabilities listed here (Exploration and visualisation, 

Querying, Analytics)?

Native PoweBI functionality with R, arcGIS and supported MS programming languages. 

36 RFP v1.7 - Section 7 - Conceptual 

Architecture
General - functional capabilities requirements from conceptual architecture Please provide a break-down of all existing toolsets subscriptions and licenses that are 

available.

This question is vague. Which toolsets, subscriptions and licenses are being refereed to here?

37 RFP v1.7 - Section 8 - Architectural 

principles
Section 8 - Architectural principles Are all internal and external 3rd party system integrations known and documented ?

Yes, they are known.

Please note that only a list of data sources will be provided and not the actual data. 

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirements

For systems that the vendor deems are no longer required and should be decommissioned , 

will the vendor need to run the decommission effort or will this be done by PIC BAU resources 

?

The PIC BAU team will handle decommissions, if any,

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirements (BReq 13) It is mentioned that a data catalogue is needed, are there any prerequisites/preferences for 

the catalogue or should best practises be applied ?
Best practice must be applied. 

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.2 Non-Functional Requirements (NFReq 2) With regards to the User Management , does the PIC have a current Active Directory that is fit 

for purpose for this solution or will one need to be created for this environment ?
Yes, PIC has Active Directory  fit for purpose for the solution.

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirements (BReq 4)

A requirement resides whereby a web based GUI needs to be created to view , clean and 

extract data. With regards to the data cleansing, does PIC require in-pipeline targeted 

replacement based cleansing or simply data error reports ?

Targeted error reports. Reports can be generated to show the quality issues, however, the interface to fix the data 

must be user friendly and not require any technical skills to update the data.

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.2 Non-Functional Requirements (NFReq 11)

It is required that this new environment is up 24/7 365 days a week, that being said would 

there then be an appetite for a dual production environment in order to allow for maintenance 

to be done whilst not affecting the users.

 24/7 365 days a week availability is only exception during planned scheduled maintenance.  Dual production is 

facilitated by the use of the DR cluster.

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirement (BReq2) This requirement adds "OCR" as a required data format - what is meant with this as a file 

format requirement?
Extracting of the research/portfolio data from PDF format. 

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirement (BReq5) Please elaborate on data to flow "OUT" through batch and real-time load interfaces

The data flowing in and out, refers to the flowing from the Data Lake to PowerBI. 

The real-time load interfaces, is anticipated if there is a data source that provide data real time (API). But at the 

moment there is no data  source that provides data real time.

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirement (BReq5) Again, answer to other vendor's question (#9) indicates that all sources will be flat files - please 

elaborate on the "real-time" data inflow that may be required as indicated here in BReq5.

This is a future requirement as the Data Providers evolve. 

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 9 - Solution 

requirements
9.1 Business requirement (BReq9)

Please indicate which of the user-groups below will be expected to conduct the different types 

of data transformations indicated in this requirement.

1. Simple transformations: Executives or Intermediate analysts or Power Analysts or Technical 

users only?

2. Analytic queries: Executives or Intermediate analysts or Power Analysts or Technical users 

only?

3. Ad hoc computations: Executives or Intermediate analysts or Power Analysts or Technical 

users only?

All data transformations must be system driven. Error reports may be fixed by any person with the relevant 

knowledge, through a user friendly interface that does not require technical skills to update. The maintaining of the 

technology layer, in line with best practises - i.e. indices and search optimization, will be handled by the technical 

teams. 

#REF! RFP v1.7 - Section 11 - Project 

Management services
General What is meant with the bullet "PIC services offering Readiness Assessment"? It is Bidder proposal to PIC scope of work and requirements. 
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